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About This Game

*****************************************************
Important: This game has no online functionality. It is LAN (Local Area Network) only. This means you have to be connected

to the same router as your friends. This game could not be free otherwise.
*****************************************************

CAGE is a twist on the classic LAN arena shooter. It features lightning-fast gameplay fully exploiting all three dimensions of
motion. The "tether" allows for unprecedented freedom and agility of movement, creating explosive action unlike any other

shooter.

Features:
- 4 Maps: ThreeTowers, Stalks, Port, and Struct

- 3 GameModes: Deathmatch, KeepAway, and King of the (moving) Hill
- 9 powerful, satisfying weapons

CAGE is, and will always be, completely free to play, with no microtransactions. This game has been my passion project for the
last few months, and I want as many people as possible to play it.

Bringing back the LAN party!
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The movement in this game is very interesting. However as described there is no true online functionality as of now. Would be
great if the developer was able to support this one day. Cage is a decent game and the controls are fine. It's just the akward
speed that makes it impossible to hit someone and also the occasionnal lag. So yeah, not recomended.. This game cannot be
played alone, but I think that is best. The fact that you have to play it on local networks means you only really play with friends.
And friends are the people to play it with. This game is 100% guaranteed to make you and your friends have a great time as
pitched battle erupts at a new pace. The grappling hook mechanic is really what sets it apart. I love flying across the map to
deliver a crushing blow to my enemies. I don't know if I'm just crazy or this game is hilarious
or a combination of both but whenever I play against mates I crack up. Maybe that is another thing good about this game. It is
not serious. But I am serious about you getting this game. 11\/10
Needs bots tho to practice alone
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